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continue to increase their market shares with the combined
effect with natural fibers [7]. Effects of fibre content in the
composite structures will increase the mechanical strength of
the composite, especially the use of flax as reinforcement
[8],damage criterion (for intra-laminar damage) helps to study
about the delamination of the composites with orientation
effect. [9]. The introduction of new materials in the market
with good eco-friendly, will improves the material stability
and performance [10]. The uni directional flax fiber will
exhibits less tensile strength, as well as the 45 degree angle so
the direction of the fiber will responsible for the property of
the composite, the different properties of flax and basalt
fibres and their hybrids using a vinyl ester resin can shows
good reinforcement in thermosetting composites.[11,12]. The
advanced composites, owing to their high specific strength to
weight and specific-stiffness-to-weight ratios, they are
popular for automotive, marine and construction, because of
their attractive properties in terms of weight applications with
high performance modulus [13- 15]. The high specific
strength and stiffness and excellent damping behavior of flax
fibre composites was used in the construction sector. To
understanding of the intrinsic non-linear mechanical behavior
of flax fibre composites forces the application of larger safety
factors to be considered [16]. Natural fibre composites are
being utilized increasingly in high-performance, structurally
demanding applications, in part because of their material
properties and in part because they are a more sustainable
choice compared to other engineering materials. [17]. Natural
fibres are used for long time as low-cost fillers in the plastic
made industry but, nowadays there is replacement with glass
fibres in composite structures are more. The involvement of
bio-composites and its respective hybrid composites were
developed using jute, hemp, and flax natural fibers reinforced
with thermoset polymers using various manufacturing
techniques for some specific applications[18-20].In this
paper, from literatures implicit that by changing orientation of
fiber that exhibits some improved property. We planned to
study the changes in the property due to the angle of the fiber
orientation. The mechanical property of flax fibre polyester
composite evaluated by varying layers of flax fibers (1 to 10
layers). The main aim of this research is to find out the
influence of flax fiber orientation on their mechanical
properties.

Abstract: The plant based nature fiber added as a reinforced
material for so many structural applications. From this awareness
of earlier research in this paper by changing orientation of fiber
and the mechanical properties and machining performance of
flax fiber evaluated. The preparation of composite polyester resin
was used with varying layers of flax fibers. The hand layup
technique was adopted to fabricate the composites. The main aim
of this research is to find out the effect of the fiber orientation.
Different fiber orientations were used like 0º, 30º, 45˚, 60˚, and
90˚. Mechanical properties, tensile and flexural strength and
abrasive water jet machining also performed to study the kerf
angle. It was found that 00 and 900 orientation exhibited the
better performance.
Keywords : Flax fiber, Fiber orientation, Tensile strength,
Ultimate Strength, Machining Performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays natural fiber composites has many applications
in automobiles, aerospace etc., Researches approached
different strategies to improve the property of the composites.
The tensile and flexural properties of the composites were
increased by increasing of flax fiber content Clement [1]. The
effect of resin flow reduced the void content in the composites
achieved good fiber matrix interfacial bonding [2]. Flax fiber
has high specific strength and excellent damping property.
Flax fiber can improve the mechanical properties of the
composites with different orientations [3]. Orientation of the
flax fiber and its length has more influence in transferring of
load from fiber to matrix, in 0° fiber orientation ability of
composite seen with improved mechanical properties [4]. In
hybridization of 0° oriented flax / glass composite have good
tensile and flexural strength then other combinations
[5].Some drawbacks existing for glass fibers filled
polypropylene composites, machines during processing to
resist damages. [6]. Polymers are one of the best materials for
degradation in which, with glass, carbon and aramid fibres
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Unidirectional flax fiber and general purpose polyester
resin are used as reinforcement and matrix. Catalyst and
accelerator also used for proper curing process. With the help
of hand layup techniques the unidirectional flax fiber is
placed the mould and polyester resin is prepared with each
2% of catalyst and accelerator. This mixture stirred well to get
homogeneous mixture. Then resin mixture is poured over the
fiber and spread the resin manually. Finally hand roller is used
to give the pressure over the fiber/resin mixture. Then it is
allowed to cure for 24hrs. The fabricated composite is
presented in figure 1.
Fig.3 Ultimate load of flax fiber composite
It is observed that the increasing of flax fiber orientation
increases of Ultimate load of the composites. 0° is obtained
Ultimate Load of Flax fiber composite. Graphical diagram of
ultimate load is shown in figure 3.

Fig. 1 Flax fiber Polyester Composite
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Tensile strength
Fabricated unidirectional flax fiber composites is cut with
varying angles like 0°,30°,45°,60°,90°. As per the ASTM
D638 standard we prepare our workpiece with the dimension
165mmx13mmx3mm. Tensile tests were performed
according to ASTM D638 standard, using an Instron
universal Tester.

Fig.4 Ultimate load of flax fiber composite
Ultimate Load of the composite is presented in table. It is
observed that the increasing of flax fiber orientation increases
of Ultimate load of the composites. 0° is obtained Ultimate
Load of Flax fiber composite. Graphical diagram of ultimate
load is shown in figure 4.

Fig. 2 Maximum Displacement of the flax fiber composites
Maximum displacement of flax fiber is presented in Figure 2,
Maximum Displacement of flax fiber is observed in smallest
degree of orientation. That is 0° is obtain overall maximum
displacement of Flax fiber composite which presented in
Figure 2.
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Fig.5 Tensile stress of composites
Tensile strength of the composite is presented in the table. It is
observed that the increasing of flax fiber orientation increases
of tensile length of the composites.
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Orientation of the flax fiber highly influencing the tensile
strength of the composites. Due to orientation of the fiber
which carries the tensile load. When angle increased, the
contribution of the fiber in load carrying was increased.
Graphical diagram of tensile strength is shown in figure 5.

Figure 8 presented the flexural strength of the composites. It
was observed that from 0° orientations there are increases in
flexural strength till 45°, and then it starts increased for 60°
and 90° orientations. 90° orientation of flax fiber composites
exhibited better flexural strength. Bending load also influence
the orientation of the composites.

B. Flexural strength

C. Machining performance

As per the ASTM D790 standard we prepare our work piece
with the dimension 127mmx13mmx3mm. Flexural tests were
performed according to ASTM D790 standard, using again an
Instron universal tester.

Abrasive Water jet machining is performed in the composites
to mmeasure kerf angle. The top and bottom surface width of
the machined composites measured with help of microscope.
By using this formula to measure the kerf angle in degree (°).
Kerfangle=Tan-1[(WT-WB)/2T] - -- (1)
Where, WT – Top width
WB – Bottom width, T – Thickness of the specimen.
Table-1:Kerf results and calculation

Fig.6 Maximum Displacement during bending test
Maximum displacement of flax fiber is presented in table.
Maximum displacement on flexural test is
observed in 0°
orientation of composite. Maximum displacement of the
composites was obtained at 0°. Maximum displacement is
decreasing in 90° orientation of composite.

From table 1, the machining operation, it was observed that
the standoff distance of 3mm, and travel speed of 30mm/min
and pressure 200 MPa showed the highest kerf angle.
Specimen L1 showed the lowest kerf angle compared to the
other machining parameters tested. It is cleared evident that at
lower value machining parameters the kerf angle also
minimum.

Fig.7 Ultimate load during flexural test
Ultimate Load of the composite is presented in the figure 7.
Ultimate load is observed in 90° orientation of composite in
flexural test. It is highly increasing in 90° orientation of
composite. Lower value of ultimate load is obtained in 45°
orientation.

IV. CONCLUSION
Unidirectional Flax fiber reinforced polymer composite was
manufactured with fiber orientation of 0°,30°,45°,60°,90°
using hand layup techniques successfully. The mechanical
properties likes’ tensile and flexural strength of the composite
was measured in universal tensile machine. The following
conclusions were draw. Maximum Displacement of flax fiber
is observed in smallest degree of orientation, which means 0°
is obtain overall maximum displacement of Flax fiber
composite.
Fig.8 Orientation of Fiber vs Flexural Strength
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Ultimate load was observed that the increasing of flax fiber
orientation increases of ultimate load of the composites. The
maximum tensile was observed at 0° flax fiber orientation as
107.749 MPa and Maximum displacement on flexural test
was observed in 0° orientation of composite. Ultimate load
was observed in 90° orientation of composite during flexural
test. It is highly increasing in 90° orientation of composite.
Maximum flexural strength was observed at 90° flax fiber
orientation as 34.78 MPa. Flax fiber orientation of 0° and 90°
showed better and there composites can be applied to the
places where there properties essential one.
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